Kurth Kiln 2018 Calendar
Caring for our Australian Cultural Heritage and its Environment, the Friends of Kurth Kiln are actively involved in
raising greater public awareness of the social significance of our Historic and our Natural Heritage

This Calendar is a project of the Friends of Kurth
Kiln, a Parks Victoria Volunteer Friends Group.
It was part-funded by the Yarra Ranges Council
17/18 October Small Grants Funding Agreement.

The Story of Kurth Kiln
Located 7km north of Gembrook in Melbourne's East,
Kurth Kiln Picnic Ground is best known for the iconic kiln
at its centre, used during WWII to produce charcoal for
the motor industry to save petrol.
Wood or charcoal can, with appropriate equipment, be
turned into a gas suitable as fuel for combustion engines,
much as LPG is today.
Ernest Edgar Kurth, Professor of Chemistry at the
University of Tasmania, while studying the pyrolysis of
wood in 1940, came up with a novel way to produce
charcoal in a continued process, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Water cooling eliminated the repeated
long delays of warming up and cooling down in the then
customary batch-production methods.
Kurth was commissioned in 1941 by the Forests
Commission of Victoria to produce a kiln to his patented
design in the bush 7km north of Gembrook, next to the
Tomahawk Creek. Builders Stanley and Nance of Middle
Park built the 10m high, water-cooled top-loading brick
structure at a cost of 1,799 pounds.
First fired up on 18 March 1942, the kiln produced
some 600 tons of charcoal that year, three tons every 24
hours from 21 tons of wood billets, the loading capacity
of the kiln. Waste wood left over from the 1939 bush fires
and Sustenance Scheme Ringbarking projects provided
suitable material, and a repaired old mining water race
supplied the cooling water.
The kiln was decommissioned after the war and the
site became an area-wide Forests Management Camp for
the next 20 years. It then became part of the Kurth Kiln
Picnic Ground in the late 1970s

Charcoal Kiln Patent No 2563/41
1941 Patent Paper Extract
I, Ernest Edgar Kurth, DSc., of 18 Stoke Street,
New Town, in the State of Tasmania, Commonwealth
of Australia, Professor of Chemistry of the University
of Tasmania, hereby declare this invention and the
manner in which it is to be performed, to be fully
described and ascertained in and by the following
statement:
“This invention relates to improvements in, and
connected with, charcoal kilns and refers especially
to a charcoal kiln which is capable of continuous
production of charcoal. The intermittent kiln in
common use for the manufacture of charcoal takes
a number of days to cool after charring of the wood
has taken place and consequently the average
capacity is small in relation to the capital cost. The
object of this invention is to provide a charcoal kiln of
improved design, capable of substantially continuous
operation, which has a greater productive capacity
relative to initial cost...”

On the left, the Kiln in operation. Note the stark, barren background following the 1939 bushfire. On the right,
bagging the graded charcoal in the Big Shed, ready for transport to distribution points all around Melbourne.
Below. Dr. Kurth at the site of his experimental prototype kiln in Dover, Tasmania, with little Dorothy at his side

Wood gas is a synthetic gas, which
can be used as a fuel for furnaces,
stoves and vehicles in place of
gasoline, diesel or other fuels.
During the production process, wood
or charcoal is gasified within the oxygenlimited environment of a gas producer to
create carbon monoxide. This gas can then
be burnt as a fuel within an oxygen-rich
environment to produce carbon dioxide,
water and heat.
Strict regulations controlled the fitting of
Gas Producers to motor vehicles. But at the
height of war-time restrictions, when two
gallons was the monthly limit, some 67,000
vehicles were fitted in Victoria alone.

Cars fitted with Gas Producer Units
In the early 1940s many types of so-called Gas Producer
units were made for generating motor fuel from charcoal, by
many different manufacturers. Fitted to cars, trucks or buses
some may look different from these pictures, but they all were
based on this schematic, and consist of a large pressure tank
with a firebox to hold the charcoal, a condenser to cool the hot
gas and a filter assembly to remove dust and impurities before
piping the gas to the engine.

War-time Restrictions
Petrol Restriction became
very severe during WWII.
By 1942 motorists were only
allowed two gallons (10 litres)
per month, enough petrol to
drive some 1300 km per year.
The Federal Government
encouraged the use of
substitute fuels, such as wood
gas, produced from charcoal
in a special adaptor called a
Gas Producer, fitted to the
vehicle.
These items were not
cheap. On a small car it could
amount to 1/3 of the price of
the car; and often required
extensive modifications. A
special State Government
licence was required for fitting
a Gas Producer to a vehicle.
In Victoria, the Forests’
Commission was given the
responsibility for ensuring
adequate supplies of suitable
high quality charcoal.
By 1942 it had over 200
kilns in operation, as the need
for charcoal rose from 300 to
1000 tons a month.

The Friends of Kurth Kiln Group’s stated aim
is: “To preserve and maintain the Kiln site,
and to promote greater public awareness of
its historic and cultural significance”.
Realisation of this vision is an ongoing project for us
and includes:
• Continuing repair on the kiln structure
• Creating historic display areas at the kiln site
• encouraging visitors and tourists, and providing them
with guided tours of the kiln-site
• restoring period machinery and creating interactive
displays such as the functioning water wheel
• creating a computer archive of historic artefacts
found at the kiln site
• producing promotional material
• enhancing the picnic areas
• promoting the walking tracks
• installing Interpretation Boards
• holding an annual Heritage Festival.
In 2013 the Friends of Kurth Kiln produced a booklet
called “E. E. Kurth and his work,” with a subtitle
“Reflections on a Creative Life” ISBN 9780-9807615-23.
The project was funded by the Australian Government
Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water,
Population and Communities Your Community Heritage
2012-2013 Grant:
In this book Dr. Kurth comes to life in stories from
his boyhood days in the mining districts of Western
Australia, to his rise into academia at the University
of Tasmania. His innovative ways made their marks
in a number of ventures including, of course, the
investigation into the pyrolysis of wood, that led to the
creation of the first charcoal kiln able to operate 24
hours a day, seven days a week.

The Kurth Kiln Site after WWII
The kiln was used intermittently during the war only, as the need arose, when commercial operators could not meet the demand for charcoal
by the motor industry. The workmen were accommodated in temporary tents. At the end of the war, the site was handed back to the Forests
Commission of Victoria, who decided to make it a Management Centre for the Kallista area, and installed 18 ex-Army Huts on site as permanent
accommodation for eventually over 100 workmen. The huts were known as Masonite Huts, a popular lining product at the time.

The Picnic Ground
In 1965 the Forests Commission left Kurth
Kiln. The site became neglected and rapidly
deteriorated, until late in the 1970s a decision was
made to develop it into a Picnic Ground.
Early pictures show (left) Dorothy Kurth and
(right) Mrs Irene Kurth on a visit to the site in 1978.
In 1985 a picket fence was added to the
refurbished Caretakers Compound

Assessment of Significance
In 1995, after the Kurth Kiln site was inspected by the Historic Places Section of the National Parks Service, Daniel Catrice, of the Department
of Natural Resources and Environment, produced a Conservation Plan for Kurth Kiln Gembrook in 1996. The report noted the present condition
of the site and recommended its listing in the Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance. The site’s significance was listed for
a number of reasons: for its association with Professor Kurth, for its association with the Second World War, for Kurth’s unique Australian Design,
as a rare and essentially intact example of a charcoal kiln, for its practical demonstration of an important industrial process, for its association
with the Forests Commission of Victoria, for its association with forest timber extraction management, for demonstrating a way of life of forestry
workers, and for its social and cultural value as a picnic and camping ground for many years.
Following the publication of this Conservation Plan, an active period of maintenance and restoration began in 1997 at the Kurth Kiln Site. The
top-loading doors of the kiln had collapsed and the whole chimney assembly needed replacing. The Friends of Kurth Kiln group formed in 1999.

The positive effect of spreading
our local history and heritage
amongst the public has been
recognised a number of times
On 12 August 2015 for example,
Robin Barden, Branch Manager, Lilydale
Community Library invited the Friends of
Kurth Kiln to give a talk about Kurth Kiln at
the Library. Some 20 people attended the
PowerPoint presentation in the Lecture
Theatre of the library. The presentation
covered the history of Kurth Kiln, the
story of Dr. Kurth and the activities of the
Friends of Kurth Kiln group.
Our group met a number of interesting
people at the presentation, including
members of other historic societies. Most
importantly we met Geoff and Cheryl
Donald. Geoff used to be a contractor for
Parks Victoria.
In 1997 he took on the task of restoring
the badly corroded roof and chimney
of the kiln, then in imminent danger of
collapse. While carrying out the work,
Geoff took many photos and has since
given us the collection to add to our
historic archives. A few of them are shown
here to give an idea of the work involved.
What a positive endorsement of the
Friends of Kurth Kiln’s promotional
activities!

The Victorian Collections
Over the years the Friends of Kurth Kiln have catalogued over 1400
Movable Cultural Heritage Items at Kurth Kiln. Through a Melbourne
Museum workshop we became involved in the ‟Victorian Collections”, a
free On-Line cataloguing system for small historic collections.
In September 2013 their Newsletter featured the picture of the
original Beenak Post Office Box from our collection, taken in 1977:
“This month’s Victorian Collections’ feature object is this photograph
of the original Beenak Post Office Box, from the collection of the
Friends of Kurth Kiln. The picture shows the original Beenak Post
Office Letter Box, used for collecting mail during the Beenak Sawmilling
operations. The Friends of Kurth Kiln have erected a Commemorative
Plaque on site next to the huge gum tree that still carries the deep scar
where the the mail box had been mounted.

A full scale replica of the post box has been fitted to a door of the Big
Shed at Kurth Kiln. It was made and painted under the supervision of
ex Post Master General Officer, John Waghorn.”.

Ernest Edgar Kurth: Personal Details
Ernest Kurth was born on 1 November 1895 in North Broken
Hill, Queensland Australia. His parents were Friedrich Ernst
Kurth and Emma Ceaserina, nee Muller. He married Irene
Saunders in 1924 and they had four children - two boys, Dudley
and Geoffrey, and two girls, Shirley and Dorothy.
Ernest was raised in the West Australian gold fields and
attended Daveyhurst Primary School, Western Australia.
From 1908 - 1910 he attended secondary schooling at Scotch
College, Claremont, Western Australia and in 1909 received
the Fremantle Chamber of Commerce Gold Medal. From 1911
- 1915 Ernest attended the Western Australian School of Mines,
Kalgoorlie and qualified for the Associateship in Metallurgy.
From 1916 - 1918 he worked as engineer’s assistant on the
Sons of Gwalia Ltd. Gold Mine at Gwalia, W.A.
In 1918 Earnest moved to Hobart Tasmania and worked as a
Research Chemist for the Electrolytic Zinc Co in the early stages
of its establishment at Risdon, and was instrumental in the
development of its scientists and technologists.
In 1921 he joined the staff of the Hobart Technical College at
the Electrolytic Zinc Co’s request during a cessation of research
work, and in 1923 was appointed lecturer at the University
of Tasmania in Applied Chemistry and Geology. In 1934 he
received his Doctorate in Science for his work on Shale Oil
and in 1941 became its Foundation Professor in Chemistry. He
retired in 1960, honoured as Professor Emeritus.
Ernest Edgar Kurth died on 4 January 1966 and is buried in
the Cornelian Bay Cemetery, Tasmania.
Over the years, several of his descendants have become
valued members of our Friends of Kurth Kiln Group and have
contributed significantly to promoting greater public awareness
of the cultural heritage of Kurth Kiln and its historic environment.
(Photo of Dorothy and Dudley, and his son Byron with family).

Extracts from the Eulogy for Ernest Edgar Kurth,
January 1966, delivered by F. H. C. Kelly, Chemistry
Department the University of Tasmania
“This afternoon we gather to pay tribute to a man who, for
nearly fifty years, has graced the life of this island of Tasmania.
Ernest Edgar Kurth was born in Broken Hill and brought up on
the goldfields of Western Australia. Starting life the hard way,
he himself was prepared to work hard. His is a success story,
but success built on the solid foundation of hard work and
determination, and yet not a determination to succeed so much
as a determination to use to the full the talents which God had
given him.
Ernest Kurth was a man with a distinguished academic record,
yet never aloof to the problems of lesser minds. Some of the
characteristics which remain planted in the memory picture him
as a man of peace. He radiated peace, transferring a feeling of
quiet confidence to any who sought his counsel. He was a man of
great sympathy, kindness, friendship and understanding. He was
a man of culture, distinguished for his depth, a man from whom
one could reliably expect words of wisdom, refined in the crucible
of human experience, matured by the grace of his concern.
He was a man of character, a Christian gentleman upon whose
word complete reliance could be placed. He was a man with
international friendships. The world will be poorer for his passing.
In Tasmania he leaves a place which will be difficult to fill. But
with his family, how can we share their great loss? To them we
offer as best we may - to the one who mourns the passing of a
husband, to another the loss of a brother, to Dudley in Malaya, to
Geoffrey in Canada, to Shirley and Dorothy in Hobart bereft of a
father - to them our sincere sympathy and Christian grace.
May God strengthen, sustain, uplift and succour you at this
time in the sure and certain knowledge that your loved one is in
His care. For to be with Christ is far better, in anticipation that the
day of reunion will be one of great rejoicing.”

Putting Kurth Kiln on the Map
Following the publication of the “Kurth Kiln Conservation Plan” booklet by Daniel Catrice from the Historic Places Section of the National Parks
Service, interest in the historic significance of the kiln site was re-kindled. Allocating money for essential repair, Parks Victoria commissioned a
“Kurth Kiln Heritage Action Plan” and the site was nominated for Listing on the Victorian Heritage Register. Heritage Overlay Numbers HO21 and
HO400 were raised (see shaded area L1 below).
In 2008 the kiln and its historic buildings were added to the Victoria Heritage Register under number H2012. The site straddles the border
between the Shires of Cardinia and Yarra Ranges.
The 3,500 hectares of assorted bush-land surrounding the Kurth Kiln site was formerly part of the Yarra Valley Multipurpose Park, managed by
the Forests Commission of Victoria, but in 1993 the former Land Conservation Council recommended the name “Kurth Kiln Regional Park” as the
Kiln was a major feature of the park. The park borders on the 17,000 hectares Bunyip State Park, towards the South East.

The Kiln casts a long Shadow
With the establishment of the Friends of Kurth Kiln Volunteer group in
1999, conservation work on the site took a new turn. In 2002 Parks Victoria
initiated a Kurth Kiln Heritage Action Plan to define the recommended
conservation activities and to highlight the social significance of the site.
The extensive Report, prepared by Gary Vines and David Wixted of
BIOSIS, Natural and Cultural Heritage Consultants, served to document the
existing state of the kiln and the associated equipment found on site.
In summary the Report (and its follow-up in 2008) notes:
“...This report identifies buildings and areas appropriate for restoration
on the basis of the individual significance and ability of the structure
to withstand use. It also addresses the conservation issue with a riskassessment and works program to provide a staged approach to improving
the conditions of the site and opening it up to public access and enjoyment.”
The Friends Group with the help of David de Coite, a local blacksmith,
organised to have the steel cladding of the kiln repaired, and to replace the
two missing steel extraction chute covers on the west side. David arranged
with a steel foundry to make a copy of the heavy hinged covers and fitted
them for us. The work was supported with funds from Parks Victoria.
In consultation with the Melbourne Museum, a project was started to
categorise all the so-called Portable Artefacts found around the kiln site.
Their Inmagic Categorising Program helped to bring the project to the point
where we now have some 1400 items on our archives. A “Display Wall” was
established in the Big Shed, with some 50 of the smaller items on display
for the public, and a series of heavier items arranged in the rear Annexe
03. Through the “Victorian Collections” Organisation, part of the collection
is now available to the public on the Internet at victoriancollections.net.
au/?q=Friends+of+Kurth+Kiln.
A “Heritage Walk” was created in the covered area in Annexe 04
next to the kiln, containing six historic Gas Producers donated to us. An
Interpretation Panel Display for it was funded by the Public Records Office.
Solar Panels provide the electricity for lights and computer work on site.
In 2008 the Kiln and its associated buildings were placed on the Victoria
Heritage Register under H2012. It confirms the social significance of this
historic site and our promotional publication projects.

